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Selected Brief & Analysis

Rapidz Overview
The company “Rapidz” need a dedicated Website/App 
for white water rafting – they specialise in late-booking, 
high-end leisure breaks, accessibility, inclusively and the 
sharing of new rafting hot-spots. They are environmentally 
conscious and aim to protect and contribute to the natural 
surroundings that they actively seek to preserve. What 
features does this need? Season times, facilities, gear, 
community etc...

Brief Assessment 
This brief was one in which seemingly caught my attention 
partially for the initial characteristic involvement. Set with 
a fun active event/sport in which could be explored and 
experimented with in terms of design. 

Rapidz Business Analysis
In terms of designing for Rapidz, the ethos that Rapidz 
claimed to provide to paying customers was a charitable 
comeback from any payments made through web 
and mobile. Rapidz donate a small customer payment 
percentage towards nature reserves and other eco friendly 
charities, something that each purchasing customer would 
know about when booking with Rapidz. This is in keeping 
with an ethically morale business structure which can 
present as appealing for a wide consumer base.

Some companies do not include news pages or support 
being environmentally friendly, this is another great key 
characteristic which enticed me towards choosing the 
Rapidz brand identity and business. 

In terms of ethical, sustainability and community, Rapidz 
prove to be a niche identity in terms of competing with 
like minded businesses. Rapidz also wanted to push for 
a customer response on the best rafting hotspots. This is 
a great way that Rapidz could gain interest by allowing 
personal opinions to take over an important aspect to 
Rapidz as a business, showing Rapidz is user friendly.

Final Target Audience
The target audience is a critical part to any marketing 
scheme to grow customers and sales. Target audiences 
would allow a business to create niches, design to a 
purpose and communicate the important selling parts to 
the specific buyer, this is ideal to most business plans to 
succeed in greater effect.

Rapidz may have seen a drastic decline in age throughout 
design experimentation, research, testing different styles 
and ideas. However, Rapidz finalised the target audience 
after failed attemps in the experimental process.

Rapidz target audience happened to take into 
consideration safety precautions, booking purposes 
and the uses of charitable causes. For the latter reasons, 
Rapidz acknolwledged a target audience throughout 
web and mobile to push for the boundaries of 16 - 30. 
This, something which is perceived to be the most ideal 
audience in terms of minimal design, colours, and interest 
in adventuring the activity.

Events would and can be booked through Rapidz, which 
could see numerous hen, stag or birthday parties, this 
is a collective group of events which are predominantly 
involved by the 16 - 30 age group. However, the perspective 
and legible text would always be fully accessible and 
understandable to reach beyond the target audience. 
This could be 30+, as this activity is accessible to anyone, 
the target audience is not restricted but is a push for 
perfection towards this age group.



Highlighted Background Research

History Background Research
Many designers may persevere throughout design with 
history, this may typically be apparent. However, Rapidz 
enclosed historic features throughout the process and final 
design which would inevitably be included from historic 
background research.

Characteristics and scenery of white water rafting has 
been unchanged since 1811, the first rafting recorded 
trip (Anonymous, 2017). As suggested, keeping the 
characteristics of the history of white water rafting 
important is a vital half to designing Rapidz. Thus, ensuring 
that the fun and exciting characteristics are illustrated 
throughout as they have been proclaimed since the 1811 
‘Snake River’ course.

The prompt characteristics can be seen throughout the 
Rapidz branding, web and mobile identity. From the short 
on screen script and prototype animations which bring a 
visual impact of speed and movement of the activity, to the 
visual iconography of white water rafting.

Colour Palette & History Links Directions
In terms of Rapidz, using blues and whites fit in with the 
theme of “white” “water” rafting although a secondary 
colour was required too. This is often where characteristics 
in colour and emotions play the part within the secondary 
colour picks. Historic features of white water rafting may 
overturn design choices and lead to an overall visually 
legible understanding. After research, the reserves in 
which white water rafting takes place are naturist rivers. 
As perceived by the visual research, nature uses a great 
deal of browns and greens. However, to associate a visually 
appealing design, employing a bright green would be 
more dominant in design appeal rather than browns as 
dark shades of blue have already been used throughout. 

Visual Research

Reference used for inspiration & educational purposes only - all images royalty free for 

commercial and personal reasons. —  Sayles, B. et. al., 2019.



Highlighted Background Research

Contextual Business Research
The importance of this information would inform the 
target market of Rapidz, as this brief is set for a sporting 
activity, it can be seen as dangerous. These are precautions 
that Rapidz would need to seek into before the finalisation 
of the target market. 

Contextual Design Influence
Overview & Analysis
Designer : Outcrowd — Mobile app - Rent a boat
Key points (Influence taken)
Minimalism, flat icons, white space.

Designer Outcrowd’s Rent a boat influence on Rapidz 
produced drastic changes and improvements to perfect 
the 16-30 target audience in terms of visual appearance. 

Rent a boat’s visual identity highlights a greater amount of 
flat imagery that views as minimal and simple but complex 
with shading vibrant colours, a concept which can be seen 
as inspiration in the final Rapidz branding.

Although Rent a boat uses multiple colours within their 
XD design, predominantly, Outcrowds colour selection 
illustrated in the royal blue sea is extremely contrastive 
compared to the white minimal space and background 
used for the app. The design choices may allow efficiency 
for page scrolling ease to potential customers. Thus, 
working in greater effect for Rapidz to gain purchases by 
not consuming a customer with too many images, too 
much spacing, type, and/or icons.

Minimal Design
Minimal design works for this eras design identity, 
“Minimalism is about designers expressing only the most 
essential and necessary elements of a product or subject 
by getting rid of any excessive and, therefore, unnecessary 
components and features”
(Schenker, M., 2020). 

As suggested, Rapidz design would not need to see 
features of compact design. Using white space as a design 
principle allows the user to flow through the Rapidz web 
and mobile interface without difficulty. This was taken into 
consideration with the design of Rapidz as a whole web 
and mobile distinctive UI. 

Rent a boat

Outcrowd, 2020



Final Visual Site Maps

Desktop Website & Mobile App
(Folder Style Site Map)

Desktop Notes
/ All pages have access to click the Rapidz logo which 
navigates to the home page.

App Notes
/ All pages have a hamburger menu with all buttons 
which are accessible as well as a logo which navigates to 
the home page.

Both web and mobile maps percieve large similarities, this 
is to keep the design identity consistent in terms of user 
experience, branding and marketing. In terms of Rapidz 
target market, the simple and minimal aim is consistent 
throughout both maps. 

Usually, social apps aren’t used greatly on desktop; this is 
suggested in Statista’s meta analysis which claimed that as 
of October 2020 only 1.7% of desktop users use social apps 
such as facebook compared to the 97.3% of mobile users.
(Statista, 2020)

Thus, due to nature and rafting news being important for 
the Rapidz brief, making sure the news page is visible and 
viewed was most beneficial to unite the ‘Hotspot’ and
‘News’ on the desktop page, rather than separated on
the mobile app. 

Desktop Mobile

  Home Screen

 Go Rafting
 (Book Here)

  
  
 Hotspots

 News Page

 
 Gallery

 Book Here
 (Go Rafting)

All Buttons

‘About us’ Drop down

Buttons Including - Go Rafting,
Gallery, Contact, Hotspot, News,

Contact Forum

Payment

Calendar & Booking System

Thank you page

Working Map & Located Weather

Forum Log In & Book Here Button

Twitter Feeds

Drop Down Update - Animation

Images - Slider Animation

Drop Down

Fill Out Form

  Home Page

  About Us

  
  News &
  Hotspots

  
  Gallery

  Contact 

  Book Here
  (Go Rafting)

Navigation Bar

About Us Buttons

Gallery Button

Book Here Button

Video

QR Code

Book Here Button

Embedded Feeds

Weather Plug In

Hotspot Review (*Forum*)

Maps Plugin

Image Gallery

Drop Downs
Contact Forum

Contact Forum
(Would be calendar / booking
plugin - Trivago, Facebook etc.



Design Directions

Final Identity
Seen throughout the Word-press research page, the 
design directions modified drastically throughout the 
experimentations on perfecting the visual target audience 
plan of Rapidz. 

From ‘minimal design’ research, discourse inputs and 
a lot of — this is the final identity for Rapidz. This, one 
thing that matches well with target style and attention 
of design trends utilised in this era and time. The colour 
palette works well in terms of combining different hues 
of blue and green. These colours chosen greatly delivers 
the ideology of the correct scenery that Rapidz is set in, 
without decreasing age or confusing the target audience.

Final Colour Palette
(Used throughout web, mobile & digital assets)

Final Icon Logo

Final Type Logo

WHITE WATER RAFTING



- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 

Design Directions

Desktop Website System Used
CMS - Was it appropriate?
The system chosen for Rapidz was an obvious choice 
for business efficiency. CMS allows Rapidz to app plug 
ins which aids the booking process for customers. From 
calendar, weather, and other brief associated plug ins, 
these are easy options. 

Key Points
Desktop Home Page

/ Slider effect for first initial panel.

/ Static navigation bar at the top, along with Rapidz logo.

/ Click-able buttons on page — Navigate to:
About page, Gallery, Book Now.

/ Dotted line example — Scrollable page.

/ Script Animations  — Line above “Experience
Rapidz”. Also the paddles at the bottom.



Design Directions

Mobile Prototype System Used
Adobe XD - Was it appropriate?
The prototype outcome is the most significant feature to 
the brief. Although other prototype systems are accessible 
to use, using Adobe XD appeared to be the foremost 
logical program to adapt to. Before GCD 218, using 
Adobe XD was one thing that I had never touched upon. 
Considering the educational curve, it was extremely fast 
to grasp due to the similar layout throughout the Adobe 
suite, a suite of programs that I already use for design. 
Considering the seem-less copy and paste of icons and 
components to aid the app from one adobe program to 
XD, this created the work flow for the Rapidz app efficient 
in terms of time.

Mobile Home Page - Key Points
/ A lot more simple, easy to navigate.

/ Each button also comes with an Icon, important
for a good user experience.

/ Drop down menus allows small animation of colour 
change.



Social Media Mock-ups
(Video to be seen via. digital assets submission)

Digital Assets

Digital Bus Stop & Street Sign Mock-ups
(Referencing at the back)



Reflective Statement
GCD218 — assignment A has been some what of an 
oversized learning curve which I feel like I have
progressed and overturned. I believe that from research of 
web and mobile design, the ideology and importance
of these user experiences can build or break a business in 
this era. Permitting time for primary research
in terms of business assets, marketing, target audience 
and deliverables is extremely vital towards desktop and 
application publishing. 

Overall, for my first time to step into the exploration of 
web and mobile, the outcome for Rapidz was somewhat 
complex. With a refined final identity and background 
analysis that led up to the final point, I feel the brief was 
met for the client. However, there could be adjustments 
if I was able to re-do the brief or a similar one; this may 
include additional into plug-ins for database CMS.
However, from not knowing what the terminology of CMS 
meant, to creating a completely operating website was a 
deliverable I am proud that I achieved. Therefore, I have 
gained skills I could apply to up and coming briefs and 
promote to clients.
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